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The economic influence of military bases on their host communities has
been a relatively neglected subject in Canada. An early study by the
Nova Scotia government (Nova Scotia 1967) and two reports by the
Operational Research and Analysis Establishment (Lafleur 1974;
McRoberts 1974) are examples of the limited Canadian literature on
the subject. Yet the economic impact of military bases has become a
salient issue with the proposed c10sure of Canadian Forces Base (CFB)
Summerside, Prince Edward Island, and six other bases as announced in
the March 1989 federal budget statement. Moreover, base c10sures
have occurred recently in other countries, and future c10sures may be
anticipated as East-West tensions lessen.
This analysis will estimate the economic impact of the normal
operations of the regular force at CFB Esquimalt in Victoria on its host
community, the Capital I\egional District (CRD) of British Columbia.
Impact is identified in terms of both income generated (for fiscal year
1986-87) and employment created in the region (as of June 1987). The
analysis uses a method of estimation that appears to provide a more
comprehensive measure of impact th an is achieved with sorne other
methods often used when local input-output tables based on census
surveys of establishments arc not available. The analysis is
characterized by devclopment of income and employment multipliers
associated with injections of spending into the CRD economy through
the base.
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Certain previous studies of military base impact employed a more
rudimentary framework of analysis than is used here. Sorne merely
estimated the direct impact of military spending on the local economy
(Thompson 1962; McRoberts 1974), abstracting from indirect and
induced effects stemming from multiplier pro cesses generated by the
direct (or initial) injection of spending. 1 Other studies approximated
multiplier effects by use of a simple economic base multiplier (Terner
1965; Callan 1967; Erickson 1977) tha t fails to take into account the
specific spending patterns at the installation under analysis and thus
could dis tort first-round spending impact. Still other studies borrowed
multiplier values estimated elsewhere for other purposes (Nova
Scotia 1967; Lafleur 1974). Although wc were unable to base our
analysis on the most satisfactory basis for multiplier estimation
survey-based local input-output tables-we were able to use a survey
of base spending patterns to gauge first-round impact. Also, the
analysis takes into account indirect and induced expenditure
multiplier effects and avoids the need to re1y on multiplier values
generêlted elsewhere.
To estima te the first-round spending impact in studies of major
facilities (for example, universities, power stations, military bases),
it is important to identify the spending behaviour specific to the
operation in question because such behaviour is likely to differ from
tha t in the community at large. In particular, it is important to
identify the propensity to spend locally out of factor incomes paid at
the facility, the propensity to make local purchases for opera ting
purposes (as well as for capital construction if the impact of a new
deve10pment is under consideration), and the sect oral distribution of
local expenditures. In this respect, impact êlnalyses of major
institutions and installations are somewhat different from the usual
multiplier analyses of the impact of an autonomous change in final
demand.
ln the remainder of this paper, a description of the organizational
and demographic structure of CFB Esquimalt and the main features of
the CRD economy is followed by an outline of the income and
employment multiplier models employed in the study, an estimation
of these models, and a summation of the impact of the base on the
regional economy.

1.

Indirect effects are represl'ntcd by forward and backward production linkages.
Indllced effects rl'present the Keynesian inconw multiplier effects of induced
consumption spending (and induced investment and export spending if thesl'
elements of expenditllrl' ore endogenized) reslIlting from the initia! injection of
spending.
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Background
CFB Esquimalt is the largest military base in British Columbia; it
supports sorne 79 units and detachments. ln 1966, during the integration
phase of the Canadian Forces, a number of separa te sites were
amalgamated in administrative terms into CFB Esquimalt. Of the
5,240 members of the regular force at CFB Esquimalt as of June 1987,
79.8 percent were non-commissioned members (NCMs) and 20.2 percent
were officers; 2,482 civilians also worked at the base.
CFB Esquimalt is the home port of two squadrons of destroyers, one
replenishment ship, and numerous smaller vessels. Thus, at any one
time a significant number of military personnel are posted to ships.
lndeed, of the total military personnel assigned to the base in June
1987, 36.2 percent of NCMs and 3.6 percent of officers were posted to
ships.
The Capital Regional District comprises the southern tip of
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands, which lie between Vancouver
Island and the mainland. The total land area of the CRD is 937 square
miles, composed of seven municipalities, sorne unorganized terri tories,
and Indian reserves. The population of the CRD in 1986 was 262,000.
The main source of income in the CRD is the service sector, which
supports 83.5 percent of regional employment (1981 Census), with
government being the largest employer, followed by retailing, health
and welfare services, and education. Manufacturing and construction
industries account for about 14 percent of total employment and
primary industry (agriculture, forestry, and fishing) for only sorne 2.5
percent. Total employment in 1986 was approximate1y 100,000.

Income and Employment Multiplier Models
To gauge the full impact of the normal operations of the military base
on the CRD economy, it is necessary to assess the multiplier effects of
spending and employment associated directly with the base-in
principle, by linking base spending and employment to income and
employment multipliers estimated from input-output data. Using this
method, it is possible to capture the forward and backward production
linkages of the base as well as the induced effects of the spending
multiplier (to the extent that final demand sect ors are endogenized in
the input coefficient table). Moreover, input-output multipliers are
computed separate1y for each sector of the economy so that economy
wide impacts of economic perturbations can be estimated according to
the sector in which they occur.
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ln the absence of input-output ta bles for many local economies (and
given the cost of creating such tables), three broad altern,üive
approaches have been used for estimating local multipliers. In the
first approach, short-cut techniques are utilized for estimating input
output coefficients. These range hom various non-survey methods (such
as use of national coefficients at the local level) to attempts to
estimate multipliers on the basis of local purchase coefficients (the
proportion of sector demand satisfied locally-see, for example, Drake
1976; Stevens and Trainer 1(76). Because the reliability of short-cut
input-output techniques remains questionable (park ct al. 1(81), it is
arguable whether such techniques have a necessary advantage over
the method used in this analysis.
The second approach to local multiplier estimation is to estimate
Keynesian expenditure multipliers either by an armchair approxi
mation based on published statistics (sel' Archibald 1967; Brown et a!.
19(7) or by use of some survey together with published statistics (sel',
for example, Creig 1971; Brownrigg 1973; McCuire 1983; Classon et al.
1(88). This approach takes only partial account, if any, of the so
called indirect, as opposed to induced, multiplier effects of expend
iture injections-that is, the production linkage effects measurable by
input-output analysis-and does not usually produce multipliers
disaggregated by sector.
The third approach is to use the economic base multiplier,
estimated as the ratio of total regional income or employment to
income or employment in the basic (or ex port) sector. Census surveys of
local firms to determine functional characteristics, geographic sources
of revenue, and residential patterns of employees generate multiplier
estima tes in which investigators have strong confidence (Cibson and
Worden 1981; Mulligan and Cibson 1984b). Cost, however, remains a
constraint on the value of this approach in large local economies. As a
result, basic sector income and employment are often estimated using as
short-cuts either minimum requirements or location quotient techniques
(sel' bclow) or the sample survey method. In princi pIe, the base
a pproach ca ptures both indirect and ind uced multiplier effects, and,
although aggregate multipliers are usually developed, disaggregated
sectoral multipliers can be generated if survey data are used (sec, for
example, Mulligan and Cibson 1984a).2
ln our analysis, the multiplier is akin to one developed for
evaluating the impact of a university on a local economy (Wilson and
Raymond 1973; Wilson 1977). The multiplier uses (1) sector-specific
information generated by a questionnaire survey of first-round local
2.

At least fLlr one set oi c'ommunities, sl'ctoral base multiplier estim,ltes comp<1re
iavourablv \Vith survev-basl'd input-output multipliers (Mulligan and Gibson
198'+" ).
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spending through the military base, and (2) economic base analysis.
This method would appear to be appropriate for assessing the local
impact of a major facility in situations in which the local area is too
large for use of census survey-based input-output or economic base
analysis. It produces a more precise l'valuation of impact than that
produced by simply applying a generalized multiplier value (of the
input-output Keynesian or economic base type) to military base
spending without taking into account immediate leakages from the
local income stream. At the same time, the method goes beyond
Keynesian and economic base methods that typically abstract hom
sectoral spending detai!. It also goes beyond the Keynesian approach
in terms of incorporating both indirect and induced spending effects.
Moreover, there is evidence (Cibson and Worden 1981), to the extent
that the minimum requirements procedure is used, that the method
may be superior to economic base analysis that relies on the sample
survey approach. Finally, as indicated earlier, it is not clear that
short-cut input-output techniques have an advantage over the method
used in this analysis.

Incarne Multiplier
The income multiplier is derived from the follo\",ing expression which
defines the impact of an injection of spending into the local economy as
the sum of additional local in come created at each round of the
expenditure multiplier process:
y = X + ml X + ml m 2X + ml m 22X + ... + ml m 2n X + . ..

wh cre

(1 )

Y
X

is the income impact on the local economy;
is the initial spending injection that accrues as income in
the local economy;
ml is the proportion of X that materializes at the first round
of spending as local value added;
ml is the average propensity to consume locally-that is,
the value corresponding to ml at subsequent rounds of
spending in the local economy as a whole; and
m, is Laib" in which ai is the proportion of total unit
related spending that remains in the local economy at
the first round of spending for each of i categories of
expenditure and b i is the local value added in each
category of expenditure.

It follows from equation (1) that
y = X(l-m 2 +m l )/(1 - m 2 )

(2 )
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so that the income multiplier is

= Y/X) = 0 -

(K

m

2

+ ml)/O - m

2)

(3)

As defined here, the multiplicand (X) excludes initial expendi
tures that ne ver accrue as local income. Thus, in our analysis
immediate leakages out of the base procurement budget into imported
commodities are excluded from the multiplicand. 1 The above
multiplier formulation also does not take into account the possibility
of induced investment spending or repercussive spending effects
generated from "export" sales or tax payments to outside jurisdictions.
These possibilities are not considered material to the mrrent context.
Finally, if ml = m 2, the multiplier is defined as 1/0 - mJ, the simplest
version of the standard multiplier (assuming that average and
marginal propensities to consume locally are l'quaI).
Ernployrnent Multiplier
ln tenns of income, a non-basic sector multiplier (K nb ) can be defined as
the total multiplier (K) minus unity (Wilson and Raymond 1973).
Similarly, in tenns of employment a non-basic sector multiplier (K en, ,)
can be defined as the total multiplier (KJ minus one so that

K"

=

(4)

K mb + 1

The non-basic sector employment multiplier may be approximated as
K"nb

KI1I,(WljWnb)

(5)

where Wb is the mean labour income per period in the unit under
analysis, and W nb is the mean labour income per period in the local
economy. Thus,

K,.

=

Kl1l,(Wb/Wnb) + 1

(6)

Multiplier Estimation
Incorne Multiplier
Estimation of the income multiplier requires values for the proportions
ml (= L" b) and m These are estimated below to be 0.30 and 0.53-0.65,
1

J.

1 1
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respectively, so that the range of values for the income multiplier is
1.64-1.86.
To estimate the proportion (ml) of the initial spending injection
(X) remaining in the local economy at the first round of spending for
each of i categories of expenditure (a), base spending is disaggregated
into four elements: 0) the base procurement budget, (2) expenditures by
civilian personnel, (3) expenditures by military personnel, and
(4) grants paid to local municipalities in lieu of local property taxes
(CIL Tl.4 Expenditures in these four areas are then distributed over i
sectors of the local economy, after deducting from the military base
budget immediate leakages from the local economy into purchases
outside the CRD, savings, and federal and provincial income taxes
(including social insurance deductions).; Results are displayed in the
first five columns of Table 1.
Dollars injected into local industries from the military base
procurement budget of $35.3 million 0986-87) are shown in column 0)
of Table 1. The sectoral allocation of procurement spending as weil as
the separation of local and non-local spending through the
procurement budget is based on a census of cheque registers for 1985-86
0986-87 registers did not include sectoral "resource codes" for
identifying the industry in which an expenditure was made). This
procedure assumes that the proportionate distribution of expenditures
across industries and the split between local and non-local spending
were the same in 1985-86 and 1986-87.
To estimate the annual sectoral distribution of local purchases by
civilian and military personnel (columns (2) and (3) of Table 1), we
distributed 1,000 questionnaires to a 13 percent sample of military base
personnel during the months of July and August 1987. The questionnaire
was designed to determine typical monthly spending patterns within
the CRD out of take-home household income less savings. The sample
was stratified by rank, sex, and posting for military personnel and by
sex and classification for civilian personnel. The survey was
distributed through military base units, in accordance with sample
stratification requirements. Thus, only units with 15 or more members
received questionnaires as too great a loss of precision in the
stratification of the sam pie would have occurred in the smaller units.
Only those ships in port or close to Victoria were included in the
survey because of the difficulty and time delays involved in communi

O,



Tlw multip1ic~nd ie; ddined ,1S the milit~ry base budget net of procurement imports
plus gr'lllts p~id to municip'llitips on beh,l!f of the b~se in lieu of loc~l propcrtv
taxes (,;ee note Cil.

4.
5.

Crants-in-lieu-of-taxes are included in militilry base spending because the P,istl'nce
of the b~se accuunts for their injection into the IOC,ll econornv.
Multipliers ~re underestim~ted tu the extent th~t (1) the IOGll economy recl'ives
rl'injections of spending out of the proceeds of s,wing and t~xes, ,1I1d (2) purchases
outsidc the CRD augment non-local incomes, which in turn increilse "l'X port"
dcm~nd for local commodities (sec the subscction "Income Multiplier").
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cating with other ships. Within each stratum, respondents were
chosen in alphabetical order from unit rolls (REMARS). The response
rate in terms of usable questionnaires was 30.4 percent.
Respondents were asked to report their monthly household income
after taxes and other deductions and to allocate this sum for a typical
(or average) mon th to the following categories of expenditure: water
and heating; cable television; rent (excIuding rent for on-base
quarters); payments to financial institutions for insurancc, mortgage,
and other loan payments; retail store spending according to type (for
example, spending on food for home consumption, footwear and
cIothing, tobacco and alcoholic beverages, personal services);
amusement and recreation (movies, theatrical and staged
entertainment, sports activities, and other activities such as vacation
trips); eating and drinking establishments; charities (incIuding
churches); other expenditures. h Respondents also were asked to
indicate how much they pa id in property taxes in the most recent year,
whether they lived outside the CRD, and what amount in each of the
foregoing expenditure categories was typically spent inside the CRD.
On the basis of the above information it was possible to complete
columns (2) and (3) of Table 1.
After adding grants-in-lieu-of taxes (CILT) for 1986-87 in column
(4), the estimated total annual military base expenditures inside the
local economy can then be shown by sector in column (5) and as
proportions (a,) of the initial spending injection in column (6). The sum
of column (6) shows that 60 percent of the initial injection is estimated
to materialize in the first round as local spending.
To estima te ml' it is necessary to multiply column (6) by column (7),
the local value added created by expenditure in each sector. Following
Wilson (1977), the payroll-to-sales ratio (PSRJ in each sector is used
as a proxy for local value added. 7 Payroll by sector is estimated from
provincial average weekly earnings by sector (Statistics Canada 1986)
and employment data (Statistics Canada 1984). Sales by sector are
estima ted on the basis of the distribution of the provincial gross
dom es tic product (CDP) by industry for the Province of British
Columbia (British Columbia 1986a, 1986b). Provincial CDP is
allocated to the CRD on the basis of the proportion of the provincial
population in the CRD. Use of CDP as a proxy for sales underestimates
the value of sales.
6.
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7.

Only cdtegories of expenuiture that affecteu the locôl economy were includeu. For
exômple, "electricity" wôs not considereu because ail payments in this category ôre
maue outsiue the CRD.
This procedure underestimôtcs IOCdl vdlue addcd to the extent thôt non-labour
income rL'mains within tlw local cconomv: it overestimates local value added to the
pxtent thdt labour commutes into the (RD for emplovment. The latter is not .Hl
importdnt factor.
.
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Finally, estima tes of aib i are shown in column (8) of Table 1: the
estimate of ml = La,b i is estimated at 0.30. To the extent that non
labour income is part of local value added, the estima te of ml (and
thus the size of the multiplier) is biased downward. But, to the extent
that local GDP underestimates local sales, the payroll-to-sales ratio,
ml' and the multiplier are overstated.
The value of m 2, which measures the proportion of each dollar of
consumption paid to local factors of production in subsequent rounds of
the multiplier process, is estimated using the economic base method. If
it is aSSllmed that employment is proportional to income, the
proportion of income spent locally is equal to the ratio of non-basic (or
service) employment (NBEl to total employment (TE). If it also is
assumed that average and marginal propensities to spend locally are
equal, the simple multiplier becomes
TE/BE

=

1/0- NBE/TE)

(7)

where BE is basic (or exogenousl employment. Thus, the ratio NBE/TE
is used as the estimate of m 2 . In this formulation the multiplier
captures both indirect and induced multiplier effects.
Two widely used methods are employed to give a range estima te of
the non-basic ratio NBE/TE: the minimum requirements (MRl and the
location quotient (LQ) methods. Using the MR method, basic (or
exportl employment in industry i in area j is represented as (Cil - e,mlEj,
where e'l is the proportion of area employment in industry i, e im is the
proportion of area employment in industry i in the area with the
lowest such proportion (the minimum requirement assumed necessary to
service the local market), and Ei is the employment in area j. ln other
words, employment above the minimum requirement is considered to be
export employment. Thus, the ratio NBE/TE in area j equals 1 - (e ij 
e",). Using the LQ method, LQ equals (e,/e i,), where e'l is as defined
above and e,n is the proportion of national employment (or employment
in sorne benchmark economy other than the national economy) in
industry i. To the extent that LQ is greater than one, it is assumed that
industry i serves the export market. Thus, (e'l - eio)E, represents export
employment, and NBE/TE equals 1 - (e ij - euJ Clearly, the MR mcthod
gives a lower estimate of the multiplier than the LQ method because
the value of m 2 = NBE/TE is lower as estimated by the MR method,
given that e'lll is less than ein'
Following Moore (975), Erickson (1977), and Moore and Jacobsen
(1984), the ratio NBE/TE, measured from the MR method, is assumed
to be such that
NBE/TE

=

a + ~ (logltlF)

(Ol
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where Fis the population size of the community. The procedure is to
estima te equation (8) from a cross-section of cities grouped into size
classes and to determine m 2 for the CRD by inserting CRD population
into the fitted equation. Using the data given in the Appendix
employment data disaggregated into 15 sectors-the following
equation is obtained by application of the OLS method with a
correction for autocorrelation (Cochrane-Orcutt method):
NBE/TE

=

-0.41762
(-2.1287)

+ 0.17654 [logl"Pl
(4.5592)

R2

= 0.85

(9)

where the statistics in parentheses arc t-vailles. Then, the value of m 2
for the CRD is equal to -0.41762 + 0.17654 [5.3683\ = 0.53.
Based on the LQ method applied to employment data
disaggrega ted a t the three-digi t Standard Ind ustrial Classifica tion
(SIC) level-and following lsserman (1977), all federal government,
hotel, tourist, and motel employment is assigned to exogenous
employment-export employment is estimated to be 34,593 so that m 2 =
1 - 34,593/100,000 = 0.65.

Employment Multiplier
To estimate the employment multiplier, estima tes of the mean labour
income both at the military base and in the service sector of the CRD
arc needed. Mean annual gross earnings at the military base arc
computed as $25,646 (1984 dollars), and mean annual personal income
in the service sector of the CRD is $19,192 (1984 dollars) as provided
by the CRD information office and based on Revenue Canada returns.
Since the latter figure measures total income (including pension
income, investment income, and the like), and the former measures
only employment income, the value of the employment multiplier is
underestimated.
On the basis of the foregoing values, the employment multiplier
(K) derived from the income multiplier based on the MR method is
K, = 0.64 (25,646/19,192) + 1 = 1.86. Using the LQ mcthod as the basis
of estimating the income multiplier, the upper-bound value for the
employment multiplier is K,. = 0.86 (25,646/19,192l + 1 = 2.15.

Military Base Impact on the CRD Economy
The total initial ammal amount of spending through the military base
that accrues as local income (X) comprises the gross pay of military
base personnel, the military base procurement budget net of imports,
and grants-in-lieu-of-taxes. This sum excludes expenditures on major
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capital projects. For fiscal year 1986-87 the total was $238.7 million
(sce notes to Table 1). With an income multiplier of 1.64, this means
that the normal operations of the regular force at the military base in
1986-87 are estimated to have generated approxim,ltely $391.5 mil
lion in income retained in the CRD economy. Incrementai local income
created outside the defence sector is estimated to be $172.5 million, or
$391.5 million less $219.0 million (gross pay of military base
personnel). Using the upper-bound income multiplier estimate of 1.86,
the effect on total regional income and regional income outside the
defence sector amounts to $440 million and $225 million, respectivdy.
ln terms of employment impact, the estimated employment
multiplier range of 1.86-2.15 implies that on top of the 7,722 jobs at the
military base as of June 1987, another 6,600-8,900 existed outside the
defence sector, for a total impact on regional employment of
approximately 14,400-16,600 jobs.

Conclusions and Implications
Using a multiplier model that distinguishes between spending
behaviour in the unit under analysis (the military base) imd in the
community at large, it is estimated that the normal operations of the
regular force at CFB Esquimalt generated between $391.5 million and
$440 million (fiscal year 1986-87) in income for the local economy of
the CRD. These estima tes are based on income multiplier values of
1.64 (the more likely value) and 1.86 (an upper-bound estima te) as
applied to an initial spending injection defined as aggregate base
expenditures less procurement imports plus grants paid to local
municipalities in lieu of taxes. Estimates of an nuaI local income
generated outside the defence sector are $172.5-$225 million.
Based on employment multiplier estimates of 1.86-2.15, the total
employment impact of the military base is estimated to be 14,400
16,600 jobs (as of June 1987)/ or an incremental impact outside the
defence sector of approximately 6,600-8/900 jobs. These latter
estima tes imply that some 14.4 percent of total employment in the
regional economy 06.6 percent at the upper bound) is attributable to
the existence of the military base.
As with the results of most multiplier studies, the results of this
study should be interpreted with caution. In the absence of a current
input-output table (or at least an economic base study) based on a
detailed survey, considerable approximation is inevitable.' The
R.

Together with ,l;'\WCts of ,'pproxim"tion idcntlfied (',Hlier in tllC bllliy of the
an,llvsis, the lllctllOd cmplovcd ducs nut fine-tune for certain factors found to
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approach adopted here, however, does have the merit of
distinguishing between spending patterns in the unit under analysis
and in the community at large, specifically in terms of the propensity
to spcnd locally and the sectoral distribution of local spending.
Estimated multipliers also incorpora te indirect as well as induced
multiplier effects. Moreover, ranges of multiplier values are generated
so as not to give the impression of spurious precision. On the basis of
judgement, we prefer to think that the lower ends of the ranges are
more realistic, with the upper-bound values representing limits
unlikely to be exceeded. This position is consistent with the finding
that the minimum requirements m.ethod that yields the lower-bound
values is perhaps the most rdiable of short-cut economic base methods
(Gibson and Worden 1981).
Even accepting the approxima te nature of the estimates, it is clear
from the order of magnitude of the results that the military base
exerts a major influence on its surrounding economy. This influence
wou Id be even greater if capital spending at the base and the effect on
the regional economy of visits to the base by foreign ships were taken
into account. This study has not, however, addressed the possibility
that the base may impose costs, at least for some people, as well as
benefits on the local economy. Relevant here, for example, might be
such items as forgone land development values at the sites of the base
and negative intangible effects (such as visits by ships carrying
nuclear weapons) associated with naval operations.
Finally, it is necessary to caution against the simplistic
application of the multiplier values estimated in this study to cases of
base impact elsewhere or to impact analyses involving other types of
facilities. Clearly, l'very facility and every community has its own
particular spending characteristics. In the case of military bases, for
example, local impact will depend on base operations and the size of
the community to which the base is connected (in the sense of the
ability of the local economy to service the base and to provide goods
and services for local residents). Thus, it would be inappropriate,
except as a very rough indication, to use the findings of this study as a
basis for estimating the impact of closing CFB Summerside or other
bases in Canada or elsewhere. Nevertheless, the method appears to
provide a tractable approach for use in situations involving military

influence estimated impact values clsewhere. Examples include adjustments for
feder,,! t,lX revenucs rilised IOCil]Jy "nd recycled into the local economy as part of
base funding itself (Monrc 1974), tr,msfer payments reccived by individuals in the
l'Te", \vage \'lHidbility an10ng ,1nd \\Tithin l~rnployrnpnt sectors, and out-con1I11uters
who live in the !oc,llitv but l'am their incomc outside (Cibson imd Wordcn 1981). In
this studv, howeH>r, tilt' first "nd l,v.,t of thcse eX<1mplcs cHC insignific,'llt.
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bases or other major local faeilities where census survey-based input
output or eeanomie base multipliers are unavailable.
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Appendix: Data for Computation of m2 Using the Minimum
Requiremellts Method
City
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

Number of
Cïties

Median
Population

Minimum
Employment
(as % of total)

3
3
3
13
11
14
20
18
17
26
25

2,828,349
(,57,057
576,075
164,313
88,330
58,924
34,411
24,026
16,866
13,528
Il,353

71.59
55.10
54.20
60.87
56.14
49.01
45.55
34.53
24.52
29.92
23.86
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